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Short Term - 1 month

Mid Term - 6 months

Long Term - 2 years

•	 Fix usability 
problems.

•	 Design a clearer site information 
architecture.

•	 Connect customers with food.
•	 Create a community for 

customers.
•	 Convey brand image more 

clearly.

•	 Offline	community	building.
•	 In-store promotion and 

advertising campaigns.
•	 Social network communication.

Our Solution



Why Three Steps

Short Term

Mid Term

Long Term

Short term: Quick and easy to make 
changes

Mid term: Considering the budget con-
straint, it is not that realistic to start the 
technology-based	off-line	promotion	in	a	
short time. It’ll be better for Lotusfoods to 
focus on promoting their company online, 
and inhence expand their customer base.

Long term: After Lotusfoods gets more 
customers after the mid term revolution, 
there will be enough budget to to do more 
creative	and	technology-based	off-line	
promotion to engage more customers join-
ing the lotusfoods community.

*Graph: Budget Needed



Current Usability Problems
for short term redesign



Nav Bar & Footer

The “More Crop Per Drop“ is listed here for 
attarcting more attention. People are less likely to 
view the footer, especially when it is put together 
with youtube, twitter and pinterest posts.

Too many information are going on in the footer 
and they are competing with each other. The result 
is users lose interest in viewing them at all.

The information here seems to belong the 
“Connect“ category. And it should belong to menu. 

If “Shop Now“ button is beside menu, then there is 
no need showing it here.

Not all categories are shown in Nav Bar, which 
may cause confusions. Also, store should be 
seperately listed.



The picture shown here doesn’t show what the 
company do and what kind of product it sells. A 
good site should let users know immediately what 
they do.

Three separate places with same information. Only 
one is clickable, and they are competing with each 
other. One way to keep users seeing “Shop Now“ 
button is puting it next to menu bar. So it will 
always show up on the screen.

These four sections are put together but they 
don’t belong to the same category.
The home page should focus more on promoting 
the product and get user’s interest in exploring the 
site.

Home Page



Some nutrition facts images on hover are over 
streched.

Different certifications should have some 
information. Users don’t know what’’s it about 
now.

Product information is lack of information 
hierarchy. Main feature should be emphasized.

Product Info Page

Navigation within the same catagory is quite 
confusing.

There is no margin between the picture and the 
text.

“Buy Now“ button should open a new tab showing 
shop.lotus. Right now, lotusfoods. com and shop.
lotusfoods. com are mixed together, which makes 
the experience more confusing.

Don’t need two “Buy Now“ button here.



Short Term Redesign



Nav Bar & Footer

Simplified footer.

Added “connect” and “store” into menu.



Home Page

Change banner into a slider. There will be some 
description for each picture, giving people 
informatino about what the company do

Change the layout of quotes, to make it more 
scanable.

Each category in the menu has a coresponding 
section, giving people more context of what is 
included and they can do in the site.



Product Info Page

Keep only one “Buy Now“ button on the page.

Inform people what kind of certification it is.



Mid Term Redesign



We are focusing on simplifying information 
overload and better connecting consumers, 

producers and products.
We are NOT focusing on checkout process



Information Architecture Change

Current Redesign



Connect customers with food

Bring stories and recipies to the front with product 
pages.

Select highlights of product to help consumer 
know rice at a glance.



Create a community

Different sections could be set up for future 
online/offline community building.

Community section will act as an online forum 
for both company and consumers to contribute 
contents.

What’s going on now shows the trending topics in 
community.



Rebuild Company Image

Connecting More Crop Per Drop more closely to 
the specific product. Bring the social responsibility 
awareness of LotusFoods to consumers.

Currently, the language Lotus Fodds use on 
websites are very information heavy, educating 
and full of jargons. Though it didn’t relfect on our 
interface, what we expect in mid term will be the 
imlementation of a more approachable and plain 
language.

Little changes like the change of shopping cart 
icon could also matter in brand image.



Link to clickable new website (demo) for mid term:

http://vbn95d.axshare.com/#c=2



Long Term Strategy



For long term, we want move 
focus	from	online	to	offline	

promotion.



Possible Direction #1

After mid term online community building, we 
assume considerable consumers groups scattered 
in different locations will be formed. Offline 
meetups can be organized to help consumers 
build connections and share experience in the real 
world.

Offline Meetup and Taste New Rice



Possible Direction #2

We envision after the company have enough 
budget, digital devices like kiosks could be installed 
in to stores. They can provide more comprehensive 
information about LotusFood’s products and brand 
identity.

In-Store Kiosk



Possible Direction #3

To expand LotusFoods’s influence on a borader 
sense, certain street campagins or events could be 
organized to connect with the online promotion. 
Integrated Marketing Communication could help 
the company realize the “small company, big 
dream“ at a lower cost.

Street Campaigns



Thank you!
To: Lotus Foods, Marty Siegel, Jordan Beck


